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1. The present document brings up to date the information provided to the 
Preparatory Committee at its fourth session (A/CONF.Bl/PC/24) concerning 
action taken in respect of preparations for the United Nations Conference 
on Science and Technology for Development. 

II. CO-OPERATION WITH MEMBER STATES 

2. Since the fourth session of the Preparatory Committee, a number of countries 
have continued to work on their national analyses; revised versions of some of 
the papers and summaries have therefore been received. At the time of issue of 
this report, 127 countries had responded to the request for national documentation 
and 120 papers (one of them covering five countries) and 118 summaries had been 
received. The 32 countries classified by the General Assembly as least developed 
contributed a total of 24 papers. A list of the papers and summaries received 
to date will be given in an addendum!/ to the present report. 

3. The organization of international or internal seminars, colloquia and 
meetings to examine the issues to be discussed at the Conference has continued. 
The preparatory work at the national and regional levels has already achieved 
an extremely important objective of the Conference, namely the stimulation of 
widespread recognition of the fundamental role of science and technology in the 
development process and the specificity of their contribution. 

III. CO-OPERATION WITH THE HOST COUNTRY 

4. The formal agreement between the United Nations and the Government of 
Austria covering the arrangements for the Conference has been initialled and 
will be signed in the course of the fifth session of the Preparatory Committee. 
The organization of the Conference and related events in Vienna are proceeding 
on schedule and. continuous consultations are taking place between the Austrian 
Government and authorities and the United Nations Secretariat. During July 
and August, the Conference secretariat will move from New York to Vienna and 
absorb the small .liaison office which has been facilitating contact between 
the secretariat and the host country authorities. 

1/ Summaries of the national papers will be submitted to the Conference 
in document A/CONF.Bl/6. 
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IV. CO-OPERATION WITH THE REGIONAL COMMISSIONS 

5. The regional commissions have continued to be active in preparation for the 
Conference, promoting meetings and consultations in their respective regions 
and providing advice to Governments. 

6. The Economic.Commission for Latin America, (ECLA) at its eighteenth session 
held at La Paz, decided to forward the report of the Ad Hoc Working Group on 
Financing Machinery for Scientific and Technological Development (Lima, 
26 and 27 March 1979) to the Secretary-General of the Conference with a request 
that he convene an international working group on financing machinery for 
scientific and technological development to prepare a report for the Conference 
(See E/CEPAL/1079). 

1. In collaboration with the secretariat of the United Nations Conference on 
Science and Technology for Development, and the United Nations Development Programme 
(UNDP),the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA) convened a meeting of African 
science and technology experts and development planners from least developed, 
land-locked and island countries in Africa at Mbabane, Swaziland, from 
4 to 7 June 1979. The meeting recommended a strategy for the application 
of science and technology for development in Africa, which it set forth in 
detail in a number of sectors, and proposed implementation mechanisms at the 
national, regional and international levels. 

8. The Conference of Ministers of ECA at its 207th meeting adopted resolution 
332 (XIV) on a development strategy for Africa for the third development decade. 
This embraces a number of questions on science and technology and contains 
specific recommendations relating to the Conference and its programme of action. 

V. CONSOLIDATION OF NATIONAL PAPERS AND PREPARATION 
OF DOCUMENTATION FOR THE CONFERENCE 

9. The proposals in the rearranged draft programme of action for the Conference 
(A/CONF.81/PC/28) prepared by the Secretary-General of the Conference were 
considered at the fourth session of the Preparatory Committee as were the 
positions taken by the different groups. It was agreed to discuss the position 
paper presented by the Group of 77 in order to make it possible for rapid 
progress to be made in the negotiations. Accordingly, no further work has 
been undertaken by the Conference secretariat on the rearranged draft programme 
of action, but in response to decision 10 (III} of the Preparatory Committee, 
at its third session, the Secretary-General of the Conference bas prepared a 
consolidated discussion paper for the Conference (A/CONF.81/PC/42). 
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VI. CO-OPERATION WITH OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF THE UNITED NATIONS 
SECRETARIAT, THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES, THE INTERNATIONAL 
ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY AND OTHER INTERESTED PROGRAMMES AND 
BODIES OF THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM 

10. The close working relationship between the Secretary-General of the 
Conference and relevant departments of the United Nations Secretariat, 
and particularly with the office of the Director General for Development 
and International Economic Co-operation, has continued. 

11. The activities of the Division for Economic and Social Information of 
Department of Public Information with regard to the Conference, referred to 
in the Secretary-General's previous progress report (A/CONF.Sl/PC/29), are 
gathering further momentum. The information booklet on the issues of the 
Conference has been published under the title The Long Step Forward and the
study tours for journalists from developing regions have been completed. 

the 

The organization of the Encounter for journalists and other public relations 
activities in Vienna are well in hand. 

12. The Dag Hammarskjold Library has issued a selective bibliography on 
science and technology for development listing pome 300 selected documents on 
topics of current interest to the Conference (DRCS/REF/SER.A/15). 

13. In response to General Assembly resolution 33/192, the Office for Programme 
Planning and Co-ordination of the Department of International Economic and Social 
Affairs has carried out a cross-organizational analysis of the programme activities 
within the United Nations system concerning science and technology for development. 
A summary report of this comprehensive study will be before the Preparatory 
Committee at its fifth session (A/CONF.81/PC/43). 

14. The planning of the international colloquium on "Science and Technology 
and Society: Needs, Challenges and Limitations", which is being organized by 
the Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to Development 
at the request of the Secretary-General of the Conference and is to be held at 
Vienna in the week immediately before the Conference (13-17 August 1979) is 
well advanced. The final meeting of the steering committee was held in Vienna 
on 20-21 June. 

15. The Department of Technical Co-operation for Development of the United Nations 
Secretariat convened an Interregional Symposium on Development Process and 
Technology Options in Developing ~ountries at Lome from 21 to 26 May 1979. It 
formulated a number of recommendations related in the main to some of the 
subject areas, particularly energy and natural resources, selected for the 
Conference at the first round of regional meetings. Associated with this 
Symposium was an African Expert Group, which assessed preparations for the 
Conference in the light of world trends and African requirements. 
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16. The United Nations Development Programme continued to provide financial 
assistance to elements of the preparatory work of the Conference such as the 
meetings at Mbabane and Lome mentioned above. 

17. The United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) is issuing 
a series of Science and Technology Working Papers related to the Conference, 
four of which have been published. In addition to a number of meetings and 
colloquia held in New York, UNITAR is organizing a major seminar on financial 
arrangements for the promotion of science and technology for development, at 
Schloss Hernstein, near Vienna, from 18 to 21 July 1979. 

18. The fifth session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD) at Manila gave prominence to items on its agenda dealing with the 
application of science and technology to development which are of concern to 
the Conference. It adopted resolutions on the following subjects: 

(a) Contribution of UNCTAD to economic, commercial and development 
aspects of the industrial property system in the context of its on-going 
revision; 

(b) Strengthening the technological capacity of developing countries, 
including accelerating their technological transformation; 

(c) Development aspects of the reverse transfer of technology; 

It also adopted a decision requesting that a resumed session of the United Nations 
Conference on an International Code of Conduct on the Transfer of Technology be 
convened in the last quarter of 1979. 

19. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO) has continued to give prominence to the Conference and its preparations. 
At its 107th session, the Executive Board adopted a decision calling on the 
Director-General of UNESCO, inter alia to bring to the notice of the Conference 
UNESCO's potential for assisting developing countries with problems they faced 
in the area of science and technology. The Intergovernmental Conference on 
Scientific and Technological Information for Development {UNISIST II) held in 
Paris from 28 May to 1 June 1979 emphasized the value of information as an 
asset of mankind and recommended that the results of the UNISIST II Conference 
should be brought to the attention of the United Nations Conference on Science 
and Technology for Development. Among the operational activities of UNESCO, 
mention should be made of the Sub-Regional Meeting of Experts on the United 
Nations Conference on Science and Technology for Development Preliminary Draft 
Programme of Action held at Kathmandu from 22 to 25 May 1979. 

20. Work on the background paper requested from member organizations of the 
United Nations system in decision 4 (II) of the Preparatory Committee is 
proceeding and most of these are nearing completion. 
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VII. CO-OPERATION WITH INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 
OUTSIDE THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM 

21. Contacts with intergovernmental organizations outside the United Nations 
system have been maintained and expanded in order to ensure the participation 
of those organizations in the Conference and its preparatory activities~ in 
accordance with the relevant resolutions and decisions of the General Assembly, 
the Economic and Social Council and the Preparatory Committee. 

22. An international conference on solar energy for development was organized 
by the European Economic Community at Yarese, Italy, from 26 to 29 March 1979 
to assess the potential of solar energy in meeting the needs of developing 
countries, particularly in rural areas. The report of the meeting at Varese 
will be submitted to the Vienna Conference as an annex to the background 
paper presented by the European Economic Community. 

23. The Agency for Cultural and Technical Co-operation organized an international 
consultation on techniques for agro-industries in Paris from 2 to 6 April 1979. 
The Secretary-General of the Conference participated in this consultation. 

24. The secretariat of the United Nations Conference on Science and Technology 
for Development was also represented at a meeting organized by the Council for 
Mutual Economic Assistance for its member States to review preparations for 
the Conference. 

VIII. CO-OPERATION WITH NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS AND THE 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL COMMUNITIES 

25. The Secretary-General of the Conference has continued to receive close 
co-operation from the scientific and technological communities at the national, 
regional and global levels in the preparations for the Conference. This 
co-operation has taken the form of meetings, bilateral discussions and briefings 
and the provision of documentation and information material. 

26. Close liaison is being continued with the Conference of Non-Governmental 
Organizations in Consultative Status with the Economic and Social Council, 
which has made considerable progress in its plans for the non-governmental 
organization forum to be held at Vienna concurrently with the Conference. 

21. In its report the International Symposium on Science and Technology for 
Development, arranged by a consortium of ~9 scientific organizations and 
convened by the International Council of Scientific Unions at Singapore from 
22 to 26 January 1979, has suggested a framework for action by the scientific 
and technological community for the application of science and technology in 
developing countries, emphasizing the importance of building up indigenous 
science and technology institutions and providing an international "switching" 
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mechanism to facilitate the matching of problems in developing countries with 
the appropriate talent and resources of the scientific communities wherever 
they may be. It also emphasized the need for establishing a communication 
network for the exchange of ideas and experience between national research 
fUnding agencies. The meeting was convinced that an expanded commitment by 
the world community of scientists and technologists to the problems of 
development could be articulated in an action programme that would entail 
a reshaping of the present attitudes and institutions of the international 
science and technology community to work on the technical problems reflecting 
social and economic development. New patterns of co-operation, characterized 
by increased flexibility and experimentation, should be developed. 

28. The Committee on Science and Technology for Development in collaboration 
with the Malaysian Scientific Association and with support from UNESCO, organized 
a symposium on "Science and Technology and Development: Views from the 
Developing World" at Kuala Lumpur from 27 to 30 April 1979. This meeting 
emphasized the need for specific programmes of action requiring urgent attention, 
including the formulation of development programmes taking account of the cultural 
and spiritual values of the country; the integrated exploration, exploitation, 
conservation and management of resources; science education; primary health care 
for all people; and a number of other questions. 

29. An International Symposium on Science and Technology for Development 
Planning sponsored by the Advisory Committee on the Application of Science 
and Technology to Development, the United Nations Committee for Development 
Planning, the Department of International Economic and Social Affairs of the 
United Nations Secretariat, the United Nations Conference on Science and 
Technology for Development and El Colegio de Mexico, with the co-operation of 
the National Council for Science and Technology of Mexico, was held at 
Mexico City from 28 May to 1 June 1979. The meeting examined the state of 
the art in the planning of scientific and technol~gical activities and ways 
and means of integrating scientific and technological considerations into 
development planning as well as advances in planning methodologies. 

30. A conference of the World Future Studies Federation, held from 8 to 10 May 1979, 
prepared a statement for the Conference drawing attention to a number of tasks 
in the immediate future and in the longer term involved in applying science and 
technology to development. These covered political action, obstacles to change, 
the need for a redefinition of science and technology, the importance of self
reliance and participation, and the question of international action. 

31. The International Federation of Institutes of Advanced Study convened a 
seminar at Stockholm from 11 to 13 June 1979 to discuss, in the context of the 
Conference the question of social innovations for development. It emphasized 
that a sense of social innovation in both developed and developing countries 
should be communicated to the Conference and its associated activities in the 
interpretation of the Conference recommendations. 
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32. A meeting of an international group of experts on new perspectives in 
international scientific and technological co-operation was convened by the 
Director-General of UNESCO in Paris from 8 to 10 May 1979. The meeting, 
in which the Secretary-General of the Conference participated, called, inter alia 
on Governments to reinforce national and regional structures for science and 
technology policy and to review the role of science and technology in development. 

33. Meetings at the national and regional levels of non-governmental organizations 
to consider. their positions at the Conference have been held in a number of 
countries. 

34. Mention should also be made of several other activities of a non-governmental 
character which are dealt with in the "Annexes" to the report on "Science and 
technology and the future" (A/CONF.81/5/Add.3) (see section IX below). The 
Annexes include summaries of a report of the"International Symposium on Trends 
and Perspectives in Development of Science and Technology and their Impact 
on the Solution of Contemporary Global Problems" (Tallinn, USSR, 8-12 January 1979) 
the Symposium on Mobilizing Technology for World Development (Jamaica, 7-11 January 
1979); a report by an industrial sector advisory group on the contribution of 
transnational enterprises to future world development and a report of a meeting 
of organized labour on "Technology, the Worker and the Future". 

IX. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY AND THE FUTURE 

35. The experts' report prepared as a basis for discussion under this item, 
referred to in the Secretary-General's progress report to the Preparatory 
Committee at its fourth session (A/CONF.81/PC/29), has now been completed and 
will be issued under the symbol A/CONF.81/5 and Add.l-3. In response to a 
request made at the fourth session, the Secretary-General of the Conference 
has arranged for a systematic review of the main points of the experts' report 
and this is before the fifth session of the Preparatory Committee (A/CONF.81/PC/41). 

X. CONVENING OF THE CONFERENCE 

36. In response to the invitations sent out by the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations, a substantial number of Governments have advised the Secretariat 
of their intention to participate in the Conference and have submitted a list 
of their representatives. The speakers' list for the general debate was opened 
on 4 June 1979 and many delegations have already inscribed. 




